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Scorto™ Behavia is based on proven

behavioral scoring and customer data

analysis technologies and provides lenders

with a solid basis for:

Credit limit management; ■
Risk-based pricing; ■
Recurring loan origination; ■
Cross- and up-sell; ■
and many more key decisions and  ■
opportunities.

Being a multi-level solution Scorto™ Behavia

provides an advanced user management and

role differentiation functionality to ensure 

that each business user has full control 

over their particular aspect of decision 

management.

Scorto™ Behavia is also a perfect solution

for building an Internal Ratings-Based

System and optimizing its performance with

integrated predictive reporting and 

modeling.

From this perspective, it is a full-featured

software suite for:

Early warning of both positive and  ■
negative events along with likelihood;

Behavioral scorecard development; ■
Estimation of PD, EAD, LGD and other  ■
parameters required for calculating the 

RWA.

Scorto™ Behavia provides the full toolkit for

regular customer assessment throughout the

entire loan lifecycle.

Proven behavioral scoring technologies

in Scorto™ Behavia are used for assessing

customer’s account dynamics and allowing

the lender to evaluate potential risks

and profit opportunities that might arise due

to the borrower’s income and behavior, or 

economic subset.

This makes it possible to not only detect

deteriorating trends prior to delinquency, but

also significantly improve customer service.

Besides that Scorto™ Behavia assists in a

number of mission critical tasks such as:

Increasing account profitability; ■
Reducing operational costs; ■
Targeting customers with the most  ■
appropriate offers;

Determining rate and lending limit; ■
Allocating resources in accordance with  ■
customer value;

Reducing efforts for operational  ■
collections;

Indentifying potential fraudsters early  ■
on.

Scorto™ Behavia is a customer strategy management
solution equipped with automation of Basel II/III calculations,
customer rating and segmentation.

Key Features and Advantages
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These tasks are effectively solved due to a

number of specific Scorto™ Behavia features:

Customer-level management enabled by  ■
creating customer profiles;

Ability to build comprehensive  ■
assessment algorithms comprised 

of consequential scoring models, 

calculations and business rules;

Ability to apply several assessment  ■
algorithms to one customer and 

calculate complex ratings;

Automated portfolio segmentation  ■
and ability to differentiate assessment 

algorithms applied to different portfolio 

segments;

Flexible and easy adjustment of  ■
calculations, ratings and segmentation 

rules;

Advanced scheduling capabilities; ■
Integrated ad-hoc reporting with  ■
notifications and alerts.

These Scorto™ Behavia features enable the

lender to create an effective system of loan

portfolio assessment and customer account

management, and to take appropriate

measures to benefit from profit 

opportunities, as well as to prevent violations 

of debt repayment schedules.

Key Features:

Customer management on macro,  ■
account and customer levels;

Integrated predictive modeling solution; ■
Advanced reporting functionality; ■
Basel II/III compliance; ■
Ability to use any internal or external  ■
data sources.
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Functional Components
Scorto's customer rating and management system is extremely easy to deploy, configure,

customize and integrate with the organization’s environment, due to the modular structure

illustrated by the diagram below.

The main system’s components are:

Scorto™ Behavia Core

This is the main system’s component

responsible for running customer

management strategies, performing 

portfolio calculations, managing the overall 

system, as well as overseeing the users and 

their roles.

System management and controlling
Any change or improvement made in the

system (i.e. new scoring model, new 

decisionmaking

strategy, new credit product etc.)

first appear in the Scorto™ Behavia system

management interface. Only after approval 

by authorized personnel, do they go live.

The application also allows managing the

process of gradual integration of system

changes into the workflow by testing the

changes in the operational environment on a

limited amount of records and monitoring 

the performance (‘champion / challenger’ 

usetesting).

Changes can be evaluated, evolved

and proved for maximum performance and

then deployed across the organization.

System Management
Highlights:

Strategy use-testing in the  ■
operational environment in a 

‘champion – challenger’ mode;

Customer and account level  ■
strategies are controlled centrally;

Business users have full control  ■
over each aspect of decision 

management with no need to 

involve IT staff.
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Borrower evaluation, rating and
segmentation. Portfolio calculations

To run customer management strategies

and perform portfolio calculation Scorto™

Behavia Core is equipped with a server-side

decisioning engine developed by Scorto™

specifically for the decision-making & credit

scoring systems. It can be used to run a large

number of various analytical tools, such as:

Scoring models; ■
Credit rule sets; ■
Segmentation rules; ■
Scoring model committees; ■
Decision matrixes; ■
Logical expressions; ■
Full range of financial and statistical  ■
calculations.

To suit the borrower evaluation specifics best

the server allows setting individual 

evaluation processes for different products, 

portfolio segments or business lines, 

and supports several types of ratings - 

quantitative and qualitative.

Along with rich evaluation capabilities

Scorto™ Behavia's engine provides for

impressive productivity, with clustering /

scalability capabilities.

This makes Scorto™ Behavia the 

topperforming solution; capable of 

extremely fast portfolio data processing.

User management and role
differentiation

The Scorto™ Behavia administrative interface

allows creating and managing user accounts,

granting access rights, blocking / unblocking

user accounts and monitoring user activity

(through system logs).

Customer Management
Strategy Development
Module – Scorto™ Strategy
Maven (Behavia Edition)

This is a specialized application for building

comprehensive customer management and

portfolio rating algorithms.

The application can be used to set borrower’s

evaluation or decision making rules for

managing customer accounts, to define

(visually) business flows, to calculate any

indicators and ratios for a particular borrower,

to find the most effective actions to fix

delinquencies, etc.
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This is a front-office toolkit specifically

designed to work with the Scorto™ Behavia

system. The workplaces facilitate every-day

work of Risk Analysts, Account Managers

and other personnel involved in customer

management.

The main role of Scorto™ Behavia workplaces

is to provide information input and output

interfaces along with basic reporting

functionality. Since this is a web-based

solution it is accessible from any location

through an internet browser.

An unlimited amount of different User roles

(i.e. Risk Analyst, Head of the Department

etc.) and corresponding workplace layouts

can be set through the Scorto™ Behavia

administrative interface. This interface also

allows differentiating visibility levels, access

rights and functionality available to the 

users.

The ability of Scorto™ Behavia to use the

workplaces for information routing between

different levels of decisioning makes it

possible for complete automation of the

entire decisioning process.

Highlights:

Wizard-based scorecard  ■
development;

Neural networks support; ■
Over 50 performance criteria and  ■
graphs;

Advanced visualization functionality. ■
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Functionality Overview
Customer Management Strategy Development

With Scorto™ Behavia customer 

management strategy is developed as a 

comprehensive decision making algorithm 

– logical sequence of automated and 

manual actions usually performed to 

make a decision in the field of credit limit 

management, risk-based pricing, recurring 

loan origination, cross- and up-sell etc.

Decision support:

Credit limit management; ■
Risk-based pricing; ■
Recurring loan origination; ■
Cross- and up-sell; ■
Portfolio management. ■

This algorithm can include:

Data comparison, verification and checks  ■
(to parameter standard values, average 

values or values provided by a third-

party (i.e. Credit Bureau));

User-defined coefficient and ratio  ■
calculations;

Data segmentation in accordance  ■
with user-defined business rules and 

assigning specific actions to each 

segment;

Scoring model (either in-house or  ■
generic) that can be extended with 

credit rules, verifications and checks, 

calculations, logical conditions and so 

on;

Data routing between different system  ■
users.
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Different strategies can be developed and

applied to different customer segments in

accordance with:

credit product or crediting type; ■
loan amount; ■
delinquency amount; ■
borrowers’ behavior; ■
estimated profitability; ■
other user-defined parameters. ■

Analyze:

Payments amount and stability; ■
Accounts profitability; ■
Customer attrition; ■
Delinquencies amount and duration. ■

The customer management strategy is

created as a visual model and can be easily

configured by dragging pre-defined strategy

nodes (steps of the workflow) from the Nodes 

Container area into the visual editor working

area as it is shown on the screenshot.

Each node’s properties (like input and output

variables, calculation formula etc.) can also

be configured. The nodes are connected in a

logical sequence for strategy processing. The

connections are displayed in the visual editor. 

The arrows that graphically represent the

connections between the nodes are 

colorcoded depending on the type of the 

selected outlet (i.e. “Next” — blue arrow; “No” 

— red arrow; “Reject” — brown arrow; “Yes” 

—green arrow; “Submit” — gray arrow)

With Scorto™ Behavia visual editing and administrative tools, any authorized
business user can easily develop, launch, manage and have full control over 
the customer management strategies without IT staff involvement.

Behavioral Scorecard Development

To offer lending organizations greater

capabilities for Basel II/III compliance Scorto™ 

Behavia provides an integrated scorecard

development module – Scorto™ Model

Maestro. Equipped with a modeling solution

Scorto™ Behavia provides full functionality

for in-house development, validation and

implementation of behavioral scorecards.

Calculate:

Behavioral score; ■
Attrition score; ■
Cross-sell score; ■
Transaction score; ■
Fraud score; ■
Mover-stayer ratio; ■
Collectability score. ■
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With Scorto™ Behavia's scorecard

development module routine modeling

actions are quick, easy and efficient due to a

set of specific tools:

Statistical and visual loan portfolio  ■
analysis. Specific tools to facilitate 

loan portfolio sampling generation, 

processing visual studies of the 

sampling, further statistical evaluation 

of borrower characteristics and their 

weight evaluation (charts and diagrams 

for analysis of dependence, distribution 

and associative relations).

Wizard-based scoring models  ■
development with Logistic Regression, 

Decision Trees, Decision Rules or Neural 

Networks.

Evaluation, analysis and planning of  ■
model quality. Tools for evaluation and 

analysis of the scoring models according 

to three areas: statistics, financial and 

operational characteristics and model 

performance on a certain loan portfolio.

The models can be then exported to PMML

format and integrated into a customer

management strategy. 
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Loan Portfolio Processing,
Rating and Segmentation

Regular analysis of the loan portfolio

segments is a vital task for efficient customer

management. Its main goal is to analyze, rate, 

and segment the borrowers, and also identify 

potential delinquencies in the early stages.

Portfolio Processing -
Key Features

Portfolio calculations of any  ■
complexity level;

Any number of scores and ratings in  ■
the same strategy;

Ability to split the customer data  ■
records into several (even crossing) 

subsets;

Calculation of aggregations (totals,  ■
averages, etc.) from the portfolio 

data;

Using predictive models to estimate  ■
risk, future profits etc.

Portfolio Processing

With Scorto™ Behavia, loan portfolio

processing can be either started manually or

as scheduled.

The portfolio processing schedule is defined

by the lender using the Scorto™ Behavia

administrative module.

There is a wide range of tools for the portfolio 

processing schedule adjustment:

Regular (weekly, monthly, etc)  ■
and onetime (on a defined date) 

scheduled runs;

Different processing algorithms  ■
(strategies for different portfolio 

segments) can have different 

schedules;

The same processing algorithm  ■
(strategy) can be included to 

different schedules.
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Customer Rating

Scorto™ Behavia contains vigorous 

functionality for portfolio evaluation and 

creating comprehensive borrower rating 

algorithms:

Ratings definitions and calculations can  ■
be flexibly adjusted by a business user;

Calculation of several evaluations and  ■
subsequent ratings can be defined within 

one algorithm;

Several evaluation algorithms can be  ■
applied to one portfolio o borrower 

segment to calculate complex ratings;

All resulting data (including data from  ■
interim calculations) can be exported to 

a variety formats.

Calculations Results

Portfolio values, scores and ratings; ■
Lists of selected portfolio records  ■
according to the user-defined rules;

Consolidated reports for portfolio  ■
records.

Calculated ratings can be used for further

borrower segmentation and making 

customer

relationship decisions easier, based on:

probability of delinquency and risk of  ■
default (behavioral score);

expected debts repayment; ■
probability of customer’s attrition  ■
(attrition score);

probability of customer’s interest in new  ■
offer (cross-sell score).

Portfolio Segmentation

Scorto™ Behavia allows setting an unlimited

number of user-defined portfolio segments

and for the further differentiation of 

customer

management strategies applied to different

segments. Loan portfolio can be segmented

in accordance with:

credit product or crediting type (credit  ■
cards, consumer lending, secured and 

unsecured lending);

typical loan parameters (loan amount,  ■
borrower characteristics, current 

delinquency etc.)

Rules for borrower segments definition can

be complex and can include not only logical

conditions but also different calculations.

Highlights:

Adjustable algorithms for customer  ■
evaluation and rating;

Automatic schedulable recalculation  ■
of portfolio scores;

User-defined segmentation rules. ■
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Internal ratings:

Definition of borrower groups (risk  ■
categories);

Distribution of the current client base  ■
into homogenous groups based on 

developed scorecards and rating ranges;

Calculation of PD for each group using  ■
Model Maestro;

Estimation of EAD, LGD and other  ■
parameters required for calculating the 

RWA, for each group;

New customers automatically assigned  ■
to a corresponding risk group using 

internal scoring ratings.

Capital Adequacy Calculation 
Support:

Get additional data from risk and  ■
financial departments;

Add credit risk data and calculate Capital  ■
Adequacy.

CAR Forecasting:
The approach is similar to capital  ■
adequacy calculations but with 

projected figures and a planned budget.

User Management and Role
Differentiation

Scorto™ Behavia allows creating as many

user roles as is required by an organization's

business rules and operations.

Standard Scorto™ Behavia configuration

includes 3 levels of workplaces:

Risk Manager; ■
Account Manager; ■
Administrator. ■

User workplaces can be adjusted in 

accordance with user roles, making 

different functionality and visibility levels 

available to users with different roles within 

organization. Access rights can be easily 

configured with the help of the Scorto™ 

administrative module.

Differentiated user roles are also used for

building scoring strategies which involve

routing data from one organization’s 

employee to another in the decision-

making process. In these cases workplaces 

of different users can be put into a strategy 

as its nodes are placed in the required 

sequence.
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Comprehensive reporting functionality is

available in Scorto specialized reporting tool

- Scorto™ Supervisor. This is a component

designed for interactive data analysis using

the OLAP technology. It also has a built-in

report constructor, which can be used in

all the areas that require consolidated data

analysis, portfolio analysis and so on.

Basic Scorto™ Supervisor configuration

contains a number of predefined scorecard

stability and portfolio performance reports

— including delinquency, roll rate, vintage,

override and final score reports.

Portfolio performance reports allow 

analyzing portfolio and RWA pools in 

relation to asset, credit amount, risk pools 

or to industrial pools and regions, as 

well as their correlation with each other. 

Aggregations (such as totals, averages 

etc.) as well as Basel II/III estimates can be 

calculated with a couple of clicks on

any data set.

Besides that Scorto™ Supervisor can be used

to build the key management reports, such

as:

Delinquency buckets; ■
Risk pools; ■
Transactions dynamics. ■

Highlights:
Key management reports; ■
Rating system performance monitoring; ■
Basel II/III measures reporting; ■
Easy yet functional custom reports  ■
adjustment.

Additionally, Scorto™ Behavia offers

functionality for sending out notifications 

and reports that contain composite 

information of portfolio calculations.

Distribution of notifications can be arranged

in the following ways:

Notifications are sent to the workplaces  ■
of account managers and risk managers;

Informational letters (including  ■
composite results of calculations) can be 

emailed to the addresses of responsible 

employees;

Notifications can be exported (with  ■
corresponding parameters, calculation 

results, etc) to the organization’s 

reporting system.

Notifications can be highly informative and

can contain both simple information on the

status of a recalculation process (started,

completed and so on) and detailed 

composite information on results of 

calculation:

Selected portfolio segments with  ■
corresponding characteristics and 

ratings;

Summary portfolio indicators by  ■
segments / customer types / loan deals 

etc.;

Reports on structure of the portfolio / ■
segments by selected criteria;

Migration reports (migration matrixes). ■

Monitoring and Reporting
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Relationship management on customer  ■
and account levels;

Complete automation of the  ■
decisionmaking process of any 

complexity, allowing focusing skilled 

resources on value-added activities;

Wizard-based modeling for in-house  ■
scorecard development;

Visual modeling of customer  ■
management strategy with no need for 

additional coding or IT staff involvement;

Flexible work with decentralized  ■
customer base, ability to work with 

several data sources of any kind;

Adjustable reports; ■
Basel II/III-related calculations. ■

All Scorto solutions are totally  ■
compatible with each other and have 

these major strengths in common:

Business user-oriented approach  ■
that results in extreme ease of use, 

adaptation, and maintenance;

Ability to easily customize, localize and  ■
tailor solutions to specific customer’s 

needs;

Efficiency not only in established  ■
economies, but also in emerging 

markets;

Full cycle coverage: from loan  ■
origination to collection, from consumer 

to SME loans;

Unique combination of high technology  ■
and low cost of ownership.

Today, Scorto customers are such banking

institutions as Mercedes Benz Bank (the

Daimler Group), Astra Bank (Alpha Group), 

OTP Bank, MTBank (the Laiki Group), 

Bank Turan Alem Bank (the BTA Group), 

InvestCapitalbank and the list is constantly 

growing.

SME lending; ■
Consumer lending; ■
Credit cards; ■
Internet lending; ■
Automobile lending; ■
Mortgage lending. ■

Application scoring; ■
Behavioral scoring; ■
Collection scoring; ■
Fraud scoring. ■

Loan origination; ■
Customer management; ■
Portfolio management; ■
Debt collection; ■
Fraud prevention. ■

Scorto™ Behavia Benefits

Current Scorto product offering includes:

About Scorto Decision
Management Solutions
The Scorto solution line for credit scoring and decision management is designed to cover the

entire decisioning process in the lending business – from loan origination to debt management,

and to fit any credit product type – from credit cards to mortgages.




